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Abstract: Despite the existence of several studies about the scapula’s position and motion, in shoul-
der pain conditions, there are still conflicting findings regarding scapular adaptations and reduced
research about the scapula’s role during functional tasks. The present study aimed to compare
scapular-related kinematic and electromyographic outcomes during different shoulder movements
(with and without load) and the drinking task, between symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects.
Forty subjects (divided into two groups) participated in this cross-sectional observational study.
Scapulothoracic motion, scapulohumeral rhythm, and movement quality (considering trunk compen-
sation, time-to-peak acceleration, and smoothness), as well as the relative surface electromyographic
activity and muscle ratio considering the trapezius, serratus anterior, and levator scapulae (LS), were
assessed. The symptomatic group presented the following: (1) changes in scapular upward rotation
(p = 0.008) and winging (p = 0.026 and p = 0.005) during backward transport and drink phases;
(2) increased muscle activity level of the middle trapezius (MT) in all tasks (p < 0.0001 to p = 0.039), of
LS during shoulder elevation with load (p = 0.007), and of LS and LT during most of the drinking task
phases (p = 0.007 to p = 0.043 and p < 0.0001 to p = 0.014, respectively); (3) a decreased serratus anterior
lower portion activity level (SAlow) during shoulder lowering with load (p = 0.030) and drink phase
(p = 0.047); and (4) an increased muscular ratio between scapular abductors/adductors (p = 0.005
to p = 0.036) and elevators/depressors (p = 0.008 to p = 0.028). Compared to asymptomatic subjects,
subjects with chronic shoulder pain presented scapular upward rotation and winging adaptations;
increased activity levels of MT, LT, and LS; decreased activity levels of SAlow; and increased scapular
muscle ratios.

Keywords: shoulder; kinematics; electromyography; motor control; daily activity task; frontal
plane movements
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1. Introduction

The crucial role of the scapula in shoulder stability and function [1,2] has motived a
large number of studies reporting data about scapula position and/or motion [2–6] and
muscular activity [5,7–11]. Apart from the known limitations of assessing scapulothoracic
motion [2,12,13], reference values have been established for scapula position [3,4,6] and
motion [2–6,14]. Additionally, the roles of the scapular muscles during scapular motion
and stability, as well as in shoulder function, have been stated [5].

The mentioned data were mainly reported during shoulder elevation, where the
scapula is expected to perform the following: (a) upward rotation [2–4,14] through the
activity of the serratus anterior (SA) [7–9], upper (UT) [9,10], lower (LT) [7,8,10], and middle
trapezius (MT) [8,15]; (b) lateral rotation [2,6,14] through the action of SA, MT [7,8], and
LT [7,8,10]; (c) posterior tilt [6], through SA [7,8] and LT [10] activity; and (d) a slight
elevation [16], through the action of levator scapulae (LS) [11] and UT [10,11]. During the
lowering phase, despite similarities with the scapulothoracic kinematics during shoulder
elevation (1.1 to 3.3◦ of maximum difference), less scapular muscular activity was reported
for UT, LT, and SA [14]. This difference seems to be related to the type of contraction
required, the gravity effect [14], or the action of the antagonist muscles [8,10].

Scapulothoracic motion and muscular changes were described for shoulder pain
conditions. These adaptations are generally reported as a reduction in the expected scapular
movements [2,6,14,17,18] (except for upward rotation in adhesive capsulitis [2,19]) and as a
reduction in muscular activity of the LT, MT, and SA [8,14,20,21] together with an increased
activation level of LS, pectoralis minor (Pm) [8,22,23], and UT [19,20,23].

Also, beyond its relevance for shoulder function, the scapula serves as the link between
the upper limb and the trunk [14,24], with the primary purpose of maximizing the available
degrees of freedom to facilitate the hand’s interaction during its activities [13,25]. Given
this fact, it is understandable that one of the major complaints of subjects with shoulder
pain is related to its impact on daily activities [26,27]. Therefore, considering functional
activities with different degrees of freedom during the patients’ assessment could provide
new information for rehabilitation planning.

Scapula outcome data have already been presented for some daily activities, primarily
in healthy subjects [26,28–30], but few studies have included participants with shoulder
pain [26,30]. The use of different tasks across studies seems to be related to the lack of a
systematic protocol for upper limb assessment [13], which could limit repeatability [31] and
comparison with other studies. However, since the movements of the upper limb could vary
according to each task’s purpose [32], studying other daily activities would complement
the available knowledge. In particular, studying the drinking task, a common daily activity
task associated with basic shoulder movements [33], could not only increase knowledge
about a basic daily activity task [33] but also facilitate comparison with other studies. The
drinking task has already been considered in the study of other populations [13,32,34,35]
and includes a phase, the reaching phase, reported as reliable to assess the upper limb
motor performance in subjects with shoulder pain [36].

Despite all the aforementioned facts, discrepancies have arisen during the characteriza-
tion of subjects with shoulder pain. For instance, there are conflicting findings regarding the
activity level of scapular muscles, such as increased activation [37,38] or no changes [26,37]
of the LT or increased SA [30,39]. Similarly, there are conflicting reports regarding UT’s
activity level, with some studies indicating a decreased activity of this muscle and others
recommending promoting higher UT activity levels [22,40,41]. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether some of the kinematic and muscular changes identified during the lowering phase
of shoulder movements in the scapular plane [42,43] would differ if assessed in a more
challenging task, such as movement in the frontal plane, which is more associated with
shoulder complex changes like decreased subacromial space [36]. On the other hand,
assessing other parameters related to the upper limb function, such as movement quality
(goal-directed movements [44]; temporal and performance efficiency; or even movement
planning [34,45]), could significantly contribute to evaluating the association between
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scapular alterations and global upper limb function parameters. Thus, the conflicting
results and uncertainties mentioned justify the continuous study of the scapular muscles’
adaptations to enhance knowledge that is useful during rehabilitation planning.

The present cross-sectional study aimed to compare subjects with chronic shoulder
pain (symptomatic) and asymptomatic subjects in terms of scapular kinematics (scapulotho-
racic motion and scapulohumeral rhythm), muscular activity, and upper limb movement
quality during shoulder movements in the frontal plane and/or during the drinking task.
Given the current state of the art, which mainly reports a reduction in the major movements
of the scapula in subjects with shoulder pain, in the present study, it was expected to
find a possible decrease in all assessed scapular movements or an increase in scapular
winging among symptomatic subjects. Furthermore, considering the previously mentioned
changes in scapular muscles’ activity, an increase in the activity of the downward rotators
assessed (LS) and possibly the UT, as well as a decreased activation of the other upward
rotator muscles, was also expected for the symptomatic subjects. Despite the lack of studies
analyzing the parameters of movement quality, it was anticipated that these parameters
could reveal differences between symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects, considering the
presence of pain.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects

Forty volunteers (four males and thirty-six females) participated in this cross-sectional
study. Participants were recruited from a higher education institution through a question-
naire sent by e-mail (n = 407). From the 137 answers obtained, individuals were selected if
they were between 18 and 65 years old and met the eligibility criteria.

The symptomatic group included participants who reported shoulder pain lasting at
least 3 months (duration of the current episode or intermittent complaints over the last
3 months [46]). To be included, participants must have experienced pain (a) in the upper
arm, specifically in the shoulder, deltoid, and/or scapular areas; and (b) of moderate or high
intensity [≥4 in the numeric pain rating scale (NRS)], either at rest or during active shoulder
movements. Additionally, participants in this group had to exhibit type I (posteriorly
displaced/prominence of the scapula’s inferior angle [47–49]), type II (prominence of the
scapula’s medial border [47–49]), and/or type III (excessive elevation of the scapula’s
superior border and/or excessive/insufficient scapular upward rotation [47–49]) on the
scapular dyskinesis classification test [47,48]. Both unilateral and bilateral shoulder pain
conditions were included; however, in the case of bilateral symptoms, only the most painful
shoulder was considered. As for asymptomatic subjects, their sex, age, and dominant
upper limb were aligned with the symptomatic participants, to ensure that both groups
were matched. Additionally, asymptomatic participants should not have experienced any
shoulder pain events in the last 2 years. Subjects were excluded from both groups if they
had a history of shoulder fracture, dislocation, tears, infection, or neoplasm; shoulder
surgery; cervical and/or thoracic pathologies or pain associated with active movements of
these regions; systemic, infectious, and/or neurological disease; or if their body mass index
was outside the range 18.5–30 kg/m2.

Each group consisted of two male and eighteen female participants, presented in the
demographic characteristics described in Table 1. At baseline, the groups were matched,
except for scapular positioning. Changes in scapular positioning were observed in all the
subjects from the symptomatic group, whereas only 55% of the asymptomatic subjects
exhibited such changes. Symptomatic subjects were further characterized by a specific
(n = 4 of tendinopathy, n = 1 adhesive capsulitis, and n = 1 ligament injury) or non-specific
(n = 14) shoulder pain, localized around the shoulder (n = 7 in the anterior region, n = 4 in
the superior region, n = 3 in the posterior region, and n = 4 all over the shoulder) with a
mean intensity of 5.6 in the NRS. These subjects also demonstrated a shoulder function, as
measured by the SPADI score, with a mean of 31.48.
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Table 1. Groups’ demographic characteristics.

Characteristics
AG (n = 20) SG (n = 20) Comparison between Groups

Md ± IR Md ± IR S-Value (U) p-Value

Body mass (kg) 57.500 ± 12.750 62.500 ± 15.500 U = 248.000 p = 0.201

mean ± SD mean ± SD S-value (t) p-value
Height (m) 1.651 ± 0.069 1.651 ± 0.058 t = −0.025 p = 0.980

BMI (kg/m2) 22.313 ± 3.158 23.467 ± 3.105 t = −1.166 p = 0.251
Age (years) 42.050 ± 12.808 44.000 ± 13.294 t = −0.472 p = 0.639

frequency (n) frequency (n) Fisher Exact Test p-value
Scapular

positioning
Without changes 45% (n = 9) 0% (n = 0)

14.381 p = 0.001 *

Presenting a
dyskinesis type

55% (n = 11):
type II, n = 7

type II + III, n = 4

100% (n = 20):
type II, n = 8
type III, n = 3

type II + III, n = 9

Gender
Female 90% (n = 18) 90% (n = 18) - p = 1.000
Male 10% (n = 2) 10% (n = 2)

Legend: AG—asymptomatic group; IR—interquartile range; Md—median; SD—standard deviation; SG—
symptomatic group; S-value—statistical value; Significant results were signed with a *.

Before participation, all subjects read and signed the informed consent form, and the
study was approved by the local ethical committee.

2.2. Instrumentation

Height (m) was measured using a seca® 222 stadiometer (seca—Medical Scales and
Measuring Systems®, Birmingham, UK), with a 1 mm scale. Body mass (kg) was assessed
using a seca® 760 scale (seca—Medical Scales and Measuring Systems®, Birmingham, UK),
which had a precision of 0.1 kg.

The KINETIKOS CE-marked (Class I medical device) cloud-based platform (KINETIKOS,
Coimbra, Portugal) was used to collect and reconstruct, in real time, subjects’ motion us-
ing a 3D kinematics model and 5 inertial measurement units (IMUs) (MVN BIOMECH
Awinda, Xsens Technologies, Enschede, The Netherlands), according to the ISB recommen-
dations [50]. With an acquisition frequency of 100 Hz, the KINETIKOS platform was also
used to define the beginning, the respective phases, and the end of the shoulder movement
or task. Four degrees of freedom (DoF) described the scapula’s kinematics utilizing the
joint reference frame x-y-z but with joint origin at the centroid of the scapula’s Angulus
Acromialis, Trigonum Spinae, and Angulus Inferior [51]. Therefore, scapulothoracic mo-
tion was described, relative to the thorax, as abduction (positive) followed by elevation
(positive) on an ellipsoidal thoracic surface, winging—the raising of the scapula’s medial
border and inferior angle from the thorax—(positive), and upward rotation (positive). The
model of the scapulothoracic joint, validated through comparison with bone-pin markers,
exhibited an accuracy of 1.85 mm for position (measurement error ranging from 0.40 to
2.4 mm) [51]. Shoulder motions, particularly elevation (positive), were described using
three DoFs, considering the humerus relative to the thorax. The model also incorporated
three DoFs to describe the trunk movements (to assess possible compensatory movements),
considering the thorax sensor’s rotation relative to itself, as lateral flexion (positive towards
the side of the assessed upper limb), axial rotation (positive towards the side of the assessed
upper limb), and forward flexion (negative). Additionally, the KINETIKOS CE-marked
(Class I medical device) cloud-based platform (KINETIKOS, Coimbra, Portugal) was used
for data processing and analysis.

The wireless Trigno™ acquisition system (Delsys Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to
record the surface electromyographic (EMG) signal from the three trapezius portions, SA
portions, and LS. For this purpose, 6 pre-amplified sensors (Trigno Avanti Sensor model,
Delsys Inc., Natick, MA, USA) were employed, with a 4-bar formation of Ag bar surface
electrodes and an inter-electrode distance of 10 mm. These sensors were pre-amplified
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through a differential amplifier with an adjustable gain (20–450 Hz; common mode rejection
coefficient: 95 dB at 50 Hz and gain of 1000). The EMGworks Acquisition software version
4.5.3 (Delsys Inc., Natick, MA, USA) assessed the signal quality and recorded the EMG
data, including the submaximal voluntary contractions for normalization, at an acquisition
frequency of 2000 Hz. Subsequently, EMGworks Analysis (Delsys Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
was used to filter and analyze EMG data. Additionally, to allow for kinematic and EMG
synchronization, another Trigno™ sensor was placed on the hand to record accelerometry
data. These data were used to identify the beginning of each shoulder movement and
drinking task in the electromyographic signal. This time event identification by both the
Trigno™ system and the KINETIKOS CE-marked (Class I medical device) cloud-based
platform enabled the synchronization between kinematic and electromyographic signals.

To control the cadence of shoulder elevation and lowering movements, a metronome
(Metronome Beats, version 6.5.1, Stonekick, London, UK) was used at 20 beats/min.

Shoulder pain intensity was quantified using the self-reported NRS, ranging from 0
(“no pain”) to 10 (“unbearable pain”) [52], which has been demonstrated to be reliable
(test–retest intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.84 [53]). The Portuguese version [54,55]
of the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI), presenting an internal consistency
of α = 0.75–0.84, was used to classify shoulder function in symptomatic subjects, with a
score ranging from 0 (“no pain/no difficulty”) to 100 (“worst pain imaginable/so difficult
required help”) [56].

Scapular presentation from participants of both groups was classified using the scapu-
lar dyskinesis classification test (intratester reliability ranging from k = 0.49–0.59 [48]). This
test considered the positioning at rest and during shoulder elevation and lowering in the
frontal plane [57,58].

To guarantee the correct positioning of the subjects and material and the intended
range of shoulder motion, a universal goniometer (BASELINE®, Aurora, IL, USA), with
a precision of 1◦, was utilized during the assessment moments (intra-observer intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.94 for general measurements [59] and 0.91 and 0.93 for
shoulder abduction in healthy or shoulder injury subjects, respectively [60]).

2.3. Procedures

Data collection took place in a biomechanical laboratory, where each researcher per-
formed identical tasks to avoid inter-rater errors. Before data collection, anthropometric
measurements, such as body mass and height, were taken for each participant.

To evaluate scapulothoracic motion (including scapular abduction, elevation, upward
rotation, and winging), scapulohumeral rhythm, and movement quality (such as trunk
lateral flexion, rotation or flexion/extension compensation, time-to-peak acceleration, and
smoothness), inertial sensors were attached to several body parts. These included the
thorax (at the flat anterior aspect of the sternum [3,51], using double-sided tape) and
unilaterally, using Velcro straps, to the acromion (positioned superiorly over the flattest
posterolateral surface [61]), humerus (laterally, above the elbow), forearm (on its lateral
surface), and the back of the hand, following manufacturer recommendations. System
calibration, crucial for accurate measures up to 120◦ of shoulder elevation (a range less
affected by skin artifacts) [62], involved participants standing straight with arms close to
the body, elbows flexed at 90◦, and palms of the hands facing each other, as advised by the
software manufacturer.

To record EMG signals, the skin was previously prepared (shaved, abraded, and
cleaned with isopropyl alcohol 70%) to reduce impedance to values lower than or equal to
5 KΩ. EMG sensors were positioned parallel to the muscle fiber orientation, at the muscle
belly of the trapezius and serratus anterior portions, as well as LS, as detailed in Table 2.
These sensors were attached to the skin by a 4-slot sensor adhesive interface (Delsys, Inc.;
Natick, MA, USA). Additionally, a sensor aligned with the inertial sensor and with a Velcro
strap was placed at the back of the hand to collect acceleration data. Before the recordings,
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the quality of the raw signals was checked to confirm the correct electrode placement and
exclude possible interference or noise.

Table 2. References for electromyography’s electrode placement and submaximal voluntary isometric
contraction’s positioning of the scapular muscles assessed.

Muscle Electrodes’ Placement SVIC Description and Representation

UT
2 cm laterally to the midpoint of the line

between the spinous process of C7 and the
posterior tip of the acromion [63,64].

Shoulder abducted at 90◦ with the
neck at a same-side inclination,

opposite-side rotation and
extension, in siting position [65].
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[69,70]. 

Shoulder flexed, adducted 
and laterally rotated in a 
diagonal pattern [69], in 

supine position. 

 

SAlow Over the seventh rib, in the midline of the 
axilla [69]. 

Shoulder at 125° of forward 
flexion [69], in supine 

position. 

 

LS

Between the posterior margin of
sternocleidomastoid and anterior margin

of the upper trapezius [66,67],
at level of C4/5 [68].

SAup/mid
Over the fourth rib, at the midpoint
between the latissimus dorsi and the

pectoralis major [69,70].

Shoulder flexed, adducted and
laterally rotated in a diagonal

pattern [69], in supine position.
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To allow for the comparison between groups, recordings were conducted during
shoulder elevation and lowering in the frontal plane, as well as during a daily activity
task (drinking). Participants were seated on a bench with adjustable height to maintain
their knees and hips at 90◦ angles, and their feet were parallel to hip width, flat on the
floor. Additionally, the hand of the limb not being tested was supported on the respective
thigh [32].

After participants’ familiarization with the movements and task to be evaluated,
the upper limb affected by chronic shoulder pain (or of the most painful shoulder in
symptomatic subjects) or the upper limb matched with the symptomatic subjects according
to side and dominance, in asymptomatic subjects, was assessed. Participants started
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with the assessed upper limb at the side of the body (with the elbow extended), and the
recordings began after an initial rest period of at least 10 s. To prevent fatigue, a rest period
of 2 min was implemented between each movement or task.

During the shoulder movements, a wall was used as a reference to guide the upper
limb’s motion, and a rod was used to indicate the required maximum elevation range—120◦.
Each movement was repeated five times, with a 3 s rest interval between repetitions. The
3 s duration of each phase (elevation phase—up to 120◦ of shoulder elevation; intermediate
rest phase—at 120◦ of shoulder elevation; and lowering phase—returning to the starting
position) was controlled by a metronome (Figure 1). Shoulder movements in the frontal
plane were conducted under two conditions: with and without load (1 kg dumbbell) [1].
During the assessment of these movements, one participant was unable to complete the
entire range of shoulder elevation; however, the data were included in the analysis.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the duration of the phases of shoulder elevation/lowering in the
frontal plane with or without load (a) and of the phases of the drinking task (b) Back. T.—backward
transport phase; Fwd. T.—forward transport phase; other rep.—other repetition; Sh. Elev.—range of
shoulder (glenohumeral) elevation.

For the drinking task, a 33 mL water bottle was positioned on a box atop a table,
with the table’s height adjusted to be aligned with each subject’s olecranon level [32].
The bottle was positioned at a height corresponding to 90◦ of shoulder elevation [35] in
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the scapular plane (a position commonly assumed during daily activities [72]) and at a
distance equal to the length between the acromion and the trapezium-metacarpal joint
of the assessed limb [32]. Participants performed five repetitions of the drinking task at
a self-paced speed [32,34,36], with a 30 s rest interval between repetitions, following the
verbal instruction “You can drink” [32] (see Figure 1). As the drinking task was the only
movement performed at a self-paced rhythm and without a reference to guide the plane
of movement, movement quality variables were only assessed for this task. To facilitate
the analysis and interpretation of the drinking task, the task was subdivided into different
phases: 1. Reach out to the bottle from the starting position; 2. Forward transport of the
bottle to the mouth; 3. Drink a sip of water; 4. Backward transport of the bottle to the pickup
point (identified by tape); and 5. Return the upper limb to the starting position [32,34].

To normalize the EMG activity level elicited during the requested movements and
drinking task, a submaximal voluntary isometric contraction (SVIC) of each muscle was
conducted. During these procedures, verbal encouragement was provided as subjects
held a dumbbell of 1 kg [73], following the procedures outlined in Table 1. Participants
performed three repetitions of 5 s [74], with a minimum rest interval of 30 s between
repetitions or 1 min between each new test position [75]. Only data from the three central
repetitions of each movement/drinking task [26] were considered for analysis.

2.3.1. Data Processing

The beginning of shoulder elevation movements was defined as the first instant when
acceleration recorded by the hand sensor exceeded the mean resting value by ±0.3 m/s2.
Thereafter, new phases of the movement were defined every 3 s. For the drinking task, the
phases were defined based on the criteria outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Definition parameters from the phases of the drinking task.

Phase’s Name Description Start End

Reaching
Beginning from the starting position

with the upper limb at the side of
the body, until reaching the bottle

Hand sensor’s acceleration
exceeded the mean resting value by

±0.3 m/s2 [76]
Elbow angle is in maximal extension [77]

Forward transport Bringing the bottle towards
the mouth

Elbow angle is in maximal
extension [77] When shoulder elevation starts

Drink Drinking a sip of water After forward transport, when
shoulder elevation starts When shoulder reaches maximum elevation

Backward transport Put the bottle back on the box on the
table

When shoulder reaches
maximum elevation Elbow angle is in maximal extension [77]

Returning Moving back to the upper limb
starting position

Elbow angle is in maximal
extension [77]

Hand sensor’s acceleration below ±0.3 m/s2

of the mean resting value [76]

The EMG signals were digitally filtered using a second-order band-pass Butterworth
filter with a pass band from 20 Hz (or 50 Hz, in cases where heart noise was detected) to
450 Hz, to remove noise. The root mean square (RMS) was then computed using a sliding
window of 100 samples. Hand acceleration signals were subjected to low-pass filtering
using a fourth-order Butterworth filter and a cut-off frequency of 4 Hz [76]. To normalize the
data, the mean RMS muscular activity level for each muscle during each phase was divided
by the maximum [38] RMS value achieved during each muscle’s SVIC and then multiplied
by 100. Then, the mean EMG values for each phase of the movements/drinking task
phases were calculated. To assess relative activation of scapular muscles, three muscular
ratios [78] were computed, considering muscle involvement in scapulothoracic motions,
specially upward and downward rotation (DrvsUr), abduction and adduction (AdvsAb),
and elevation and depression (DepvsEl)], according to the following formulas:

DrvsUr ratio =
LS activity level

LS + UT + MT + LT + SAup/med + SAlow activity level
(1)
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AdvsAb ratio =
MT + LT activity level

MT + LT + SAup/med + SAlow activity level
(2)

DepvsEl ratio =
LT activity level

LT + UT + LS activity level
(3)

Specifically, for each phase of the movement/drinking task, a value ranging from
0 to 1 was achieved [where 0 indicates no activity of the muscle(s) antagonist(s) for the
respective motion and 1 indicates no activity of the muscle(s) agonist(s) for the motion
under consideration].

The scapula’s resting position and the range of scapula and shoulder movements
of each of phase of the movement/task were calculated using either the mean or the
difference between joint angles’ values, namely, (a) the scapula’s resting position, calculated
by averaging the resting values recorded during the first 5 s of recording; and (b) the
elevation and lowering phases and drinking phases, calculated by the maximum range
variation from the starting position of each phase. The scapulohumeral rhythm (SH rht),
considering shoulder elevation/lowering (Elev/low) and scapula upward/downward
rotation (UR/DR), was calculated using the following formula:

SH rht =
Range of Shoulder Elev/low(◦)

Range of Scapula UR/DR(◦)
(4)

The trunk compensation during the drinking task was determined by identifying
the maximum variation in flexion, same-side (of the painful shoulder) lateral flexion, and
same-side (of the painful shoulder) rotation. The time-to-peak acceleration was calculated
as the highest instantaneous acceleration recorded by the hand sensor during the reaching
movement [79]. This value was then normalized by the task completion time and multiplied
by 100. For the global drinking task smoothness, first, the global acceleration was calculated
from the x, y, and z components of the hand’s sensor; then, the acceleration data were
filtered to remove noise and to smooth the signal using a fourth-order low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 20 Hz; and following the identification of the drinking task phases and,
consequently, the beginning and end of each drinking task repetition, the total smoothness
of each repetition was calculated using the dimensionless jerk2 function [80,81].

2.3.2. Statistical Analysis

The appropriate effect size (d = 0.833) was determined based on a prior study com-
paring scapulothoracic upward/downward rotation [43] between asymptomatic subjects
and symptomatic subjects with shoulder pain. Utilizing G*Power software version 3.1 (Kiel
University, Germany), it was found that at least 19 individuals per group (asymptomatic and
symptomatic) were required to detect differences with a power of 0.8 and an alpha of 0.05.

Statistical Package for Social Science (IBM, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) version 27 was used
for statistical analysis, with a 95% confidence interval. Data normality was assessed using
the Shapiro–Wilk test and histogram analysis.

Sample homogeneity and group comparisons were evaluated through an independent
sample t-test, Mann–Whitney, or Fisher Exact Test. Data were presented as means and
standard deviation (SD), median and interquartile range (IR), or frequencies, respectively.
Effect size (Cohen’s d) was also presented for significant results, except for the variables
analyzed using a non-parametric test. Values greater than 0.8 were considered a large effect
size, approximately 0.5 represented a moderate effect size, and less than 0.2 indicated a
small effect size [65].

3. Results
3.1. Shoulder Elevation and Lowering in the Frontal Plane—Comparison between Groups
3.1.1. Scapulothoracic Motion and Scapulohumeral Rhythm Data

When considering both conditions of shoulder elevation/lowering in the frontal
plane, no statistically significant differences were found for any of the assessed parameters,
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including scapulothoracic motions and scapulohumeral rhythm. These findings are detailed
in Figure 2 and Table 4.
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Figure 2. Scapulothoracic rest position and motion, during shoulder elevation and lowering in
the frontal plane (with and without load), according to asymptomatic and symptomatic groups.
Ab/Ad—abduction (+) or adduction (−); AG—asymptomatic group; Elev—Shoulder elevation in
frontal plane; El/Dep—elevation (+) or depression (−); Low—Shoulder lowering in frontal plane;
SG—symptomatic group; Ur/Dr—upward rotation (+) or downward rotation (−); Wing—winging.

Table 4. Scapulohumeral rhythm, during shoulder elevation/lowering in the frontal plane (with and
without load—1 kg dumbbell), according to asymptomatic and symptomatic groups.

Shoulder Elevation
in FP without Load

Shoulder Lowering
in FP without Load

Shoulder Elevation
in FP with Load

Shoulder Lowering
in FP with Load

SH
Rht

Mean ± SD S-value (t)
p-value Ef.S Mean ± SD S-value (t)

p-value Ef.S Mean ± SD S-value (t)
p-value Ef.S Mean ± SD S-value (t)

p-value Ef.S

AG 1.640 ± 0.585 t = 0.831
p = 0.411 0.263

1.708 ± 0.589 t = 0.965
p = 0.341 0.305

1.500 ± 0.495 t = 0.498
p = 0.622 0.164

1.554 ± 0.512 t = 0.836
p = 0.409 0.276SG 1.493 ± 0.528 1.541 ± 0.503 1.417 ± 0.520 1.414 ± 0.502

Legend: AG—asymptomatic group; Ef.S—Effect size; SD—standard deviation; SG—symptomatic group; SH
Rht—scapulohumeral rhythm; S-value (statistical value).
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3.1.2. Scapular Muscular Activity and Ratio Data

During shoulder movements, both with and without load, the symptomatic group
presented a statistically significant increase in the muscular activity level of the MT during
elevation and lowering, together with a higher antagonist relative activation as indicated by
the AdvsAb ratio (Figure 3). Furthermore, when the shoulder movements were performed
with load, the symptomatic group also presented a significant decrease in the muscular
activity level of SAlow during lowering and a significant increase in the muscular activity
level of LS during elevation. Whenever calculation was possible, the effect size for these
observations ranged from moderate to large, providing additional support to the findings
(Figure 3).
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trapezius; n.a.—not applicable (effect size values are not presented in the Figure once the mentioned
variables was analyzed using a non-parametric tests); SAlow—serratus anterior lower portion;
SAup/mid—serratus anterior upper/middle portion; SG—symptomatic group; UT—upper trapezius.
Only significant results, represented by the p-value and, in parentheses, by effect size, were presented
in the figure. Muscular ratio was defined as AdvsAb, to standardize the reference to scapulothoracic
motion. However, it should be noted that the muscles considered in this ratio also contribute to
scapular protraction and retraction, respectively.

3.2. Drinking Task—Comparation between Groups
3.2.1. Scapulothoracic Motion, Scapulohumeral Rhythm, and Movement Quality Data

Significant differences were observed during the drinking task, particularly in upward
rotation (with a large effect size) and/or winging motions in the drinking and the backward
transport phases (with a moderate effect size). More specifically, the symptomatic group
presented a higher range of upward rotation motion during the backward transport phase.
Then, considering the winging motion, the symptomatic group presented a lower range
of motion during the backward transport phase and a higher range of motion during the
drinking phase (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Scapulothoracic rest position and motion, during drinking task phases, according to asymp-
tomatic and symptomatic groups. Ab/Ad—abduction (+) or adduction (−); AG—asymptomatic
group; El/Dep—elevation (+) or depression (−); n.a.—not applicable (effect size values are not
presented in the Figure once the mentioned variables was analyzed using a non-parametric tests);
SG—symptomatic group; Transp.—transport; Ur/Dr—upward rotation (+) or downward rotation
(−); Wing—winging. Only significant results, represented by the p-value and, in parentheses, by
effect size, were presented in the figure.
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No other significant differences were found for the remaining scapulothoracic motions,
considering neither scapulohumeral rhythm nor movement quality variables (Table 5).

Table 5. Movement quality assessment, during drinking task, according to asymptomatic and
symptomatic groups.

Rest before Drinking Task Entire Drinking Task

Mean ± SD S-Value (t)
p-Value Ef.S Mean ± SD S-Value (t)

p-Value Ef.S

SH R
ht AG - - - 1.591 ± 0.450 t = 0.107

p = 0.916 0.034SG 1.575 ± 0.488

M
ov

em
en

tQ
ua

lit
y

Sm
oo

th AG
- - -

2.471 ± 0.642 t = 1.429
0.452

SG 2.142 ± 0.808 p = 0.161

% TP
A AG - - - 55.920 ± 13.648 t = 0.471

p = 0.641 0.149SG 53.787 ± 14.971

Tr
.

La
t.F

l. AG −0.054 ± 0.347 t = −0.466
−0.160

0.466 ± 2.545 t = 0.264
0.089

SG 0.005 ± 0.381 p = 0.644 0.255 ± 2.149 p = 0.793

Md ± IR S-value (U)
p-value -

Tr
.

Fw
Fl

. AG 0.102 ± 0.435 t = −1.695
p = 0.099 −0.558

−6.948 ± 7.570 U = 166.000
p = 0.916

-
SG 0.343 ± 0.431 −5.767 ± 4.630

Md ± IR S-value (U)
p-value -

Tr
.

A
xR

ot
. AG 0.022 ± 0.320 U = 189.000

-
6.928 ± 2.960 U = 94.000

-
SG 0.043 ± 0.400 p = 0.989 5.257 ± 4.080 p = 0.318

Legend: % TPA—% of time-to-peak acceleration; AG—asymptomatic group; Md—median; Ef.S—effect size;
SD—standard deviation; SG—symptomatic group; Smooth.—smoothness; SH Rht—scapulohumeral rhythm;
S-value (statistical value); Tr. LatFl.—trunk lateral flexion [(+), to the side of the assessed upper limb; (−), to the
opposite side of the assessed upper limb]; Tr. AxRot.—trunk axial rotation [(+), to the side of the assessed upper
limb; (−), to the opposite side of the assessed upper limb]; Tr. FwFl.—trunk forward flexion (−), or extension (+).

3.2.2. Scapular Muscular Activity and Ratio Data

During the drinking task, the symptomatic group presented a statistically significant
increase in the muscular activity of the MT in all the phases, as well as of the LT and LS in
the reach, forward transport, backward transport, and return phases. Additionally, during
the drinking phase, the symptomatic group presented a significant decrease in the muscular
activity level of SAlow. When considering the muscular ratios, the symptomatic group
showed a higher antagonist relative activation in both the AdvsAb and DepvsEl ratios
across all phases (see Figure 5). These findings were supported by moderate-to-large values
of the effect size (Figure 5).
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group; DepvsEl—elevators vs. depressors ratio; DrvsUr—downward vs. upward rotators ratio;
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LS—levator scapulae; LT—lower trapezius; n.a.—not applicable (effect size values are not presented
in the Figure once the mentioned variables was analyzed using a non-parametric tests); MT—middle
trapezius; SAlow—serratus anterior lower portion; SAup/mid—serratus anterior upper/middle
portion; SG—symptomatic group; Transp.—transport; UT—upper trapezius. Only significant results,
represented by the p-value and, in parentheses, by effect size, were presented in the FIGURE.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed to compare scapulothoracic motion, scapulohumeral rhythm,
and muscular activity (including muscular ratios) during shoulder elevation and lowering
in the frontal plane and during a drinking task, between subjects with chronic shoulder
pain and asymptomatic subjects. Furthermore, it aimed to compare upper limb movement
quality assessed during the drinking task between the same subjects. Several differences
were found during the comparison between groups, including changes in scapular motion
during the drinking task and changes in muscular activity level during both shoulder
movements and the drinking task. Given the chronic nature of the pain experienced by the
symptomatic group, such differences are no longer expected as a protective mechanism but
rather as a maladaptation [8,82] or a compensatory response [8].

4.1. Scapulothoracic Motion, Scapulohumeral Rhythm, and Movement Quality Data

During shoulder elevation and lowering in the frontal plane, no significant differences
were found in scapular motion and scapulohumeral rhythm, despite the identified scapular
muscular adaptations and the reported scapular dyskinesis types within the study sample.
While changes in muscular coordination/balance were previously suggested as potential
contributors to alterations in scapular kinematics [83], the fact that all the symptomatic sub-
jects presented scapular dyskinesis compared to less than half of the asymptomatic group
also led to the anticipation of differences between groups. Therefore, in the present study,
the variable used to express the entire range of scapula motion in each movement/task
phase does not seem to detect differences that could be restricted to a specific range of
motion or that the moderate pain intensity (≈5.6 out of 10) [52] and low impact on shoulder
function (≈31.5 out of 100) [84,85] experienced by the symptomatic group may not have
had a significant impact on overall scapular kinematics [43]. Thus, the results of the present
study suggested a similar range of scapular motion between both groups. When these
results are considered alongside changes in the muscular activity and ratios, which appear
to indicate a negative neuromuscular adaptation [86], they suggested that the symptomatic
group expends more energy [87] to achieve the same range of motion [86]. Previous studies
comparing the scapular kinematics between asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects with
shoulder pain have also report a lack of differences in some scapular movements, such as
upward rotation and internal rotation [88].

During the drinking task, changes in scapular motion were found. Specifically, during
the drinking phase, when subjects took a sip of water, a higher degree of scapular winging
was observed in the symptomatic group. This finding seemed to be supported by the
decreased activity of the SAlow during this phase and a compensatory increased activity
of the MT. Conversely, during the backward transport phase, increased scapular upward
rotation and decreased winging were observed. During this phase, the symptomatic group
appeared to perform the expected scapular movement during shoulder elevation [2–6,14]
but to an excessive degree compared to asymptomatic subjects. Consequently, as mentioned
before, the symptomatic group seemed to expend more energy during the task. Particularly,
considering the winging motion, the decrease in its range observed in this phase could be a
compensatory mechanism for its increase during the drinking phase. In turn, the higher
upward rotation could be a strategy to achieve the required shoulder range of motion [26]
and/or to manage pain. Previous studies have often highlighted a decrease in upward
rotation during shoulder elevation [17,38]; however, other authors also reported an increase
in this motion, proposing it as a compensation for shoulder weakness, joint stiffness, and
pain avoidance [89]. Although the findings of the present study were statistically significant,
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they appear small when compared to the intra-rater minimal detectable change values
reported by a previous study during the assessment of scapular protraction/retraction, tilt,
or medial/lateral rotation with inertial sensors [90]. However, it is noteworthy that the
mentioned study did not include scapular winging or upward rotation, which may limit
the comparison.

Previous studies have reported changes in movement quality between healthy subjects
and those with neurological conditions involving the upper limb [34,91,92]. However, in
the present study, which, to our knowledge, is the first to assess these variables in chronic
shoulder pain resulting from musculoskeletal conditions, differences between groups were
not found for any of the assessed parameters related to goal-directed/coordination of move-
ments [44], temporal and performance efficiency, or even movement planning [34,45,91].

4.2. Scapular Muscular Activity and Ratio Data

Considering the results presented above, the changes exhibited by the symptomatic
group in muscular activity level, which are expectable in pain conditions and given scapu-
lar dyskinesis [93], could have primarily arisen to facilitate the entire shoulder motion
necessary to ensure the upper limb function [94]. More specifically, in the present study,
the symptomatic group an demonstrated increased muscular activity level for the MT, LT,
and LS, which was both statistically significant and higher than the intra-session minimal
detectable change values found for some scapulothoracic muscles when normalized by
maximal voluntary isometric contraction [95] (with the exception of MT during shoulder
lowering with load).

Although presenting a muscular activity level below 50% of the SVIC [96] (from
3.67% ± 1.69 to 36.65% ± 16.01), the observed increased activity of the MT was consistent
across all the movements and drinking task phases. Similar results were also found for
LT during the drinking task, except during the drinking phase. Additionally, the LS also
presented an increased activity level in the symptomatic subjects during the shoulder ele-
vation performed with load (the most demanding shoulder elevation) and during various
phases of the drinking task phases, except the drinking phase. All these mentioned changes
could potentially be compensatory strategies. MT, LT, and SA collaborate in maintaining
scapular stability against the thorax [8,15,83,97], with MT and LT acting as retractors to
offset protraction forces produced by SA activation [9,97,98]. Furthermore, these muscles
contribute to external rotation [8,98], upward rotation [8,15], and, in the case of LT, even
to posterior tilt [9] and depression [5,97,98]. Considering these facts and the presence of
scapular dyskinesis in all symptomatic subjects (17 of 20 subjects presenting a prominent
scapular medial border), it seems that the increased activity of the MT and LT could be
an attempt to enhance scapular stability [15] and, in certain situations, counterbalance SA
muscle activation [93]. Furthermore, although it was not possible to evaluate the Pm in the
present study, the increased activity of MT and LT could also compensate for changes in
this muscle that, when changed in shoulder pain conditions [8,99], could favor scapular
adaptations such as winging or internal rotation [100]. A previous study comparing over-
head athletes with shoulder impingement and healthy athletes during push-up exercises
on an unstable surface also reported increased activation of the MT muscle of symptomatic
subjects, suggesting that MT may be providing more stabilization in this group [15]. On
the other hand, previous studies have reported a decreased MT activity level [37,98] (par-
ticularly related to its timing activation) or no differences in this muscle’s activity [30,83]
during other tasks. Although some of these findings were reported for subjects with shoul-
der pain without reference to the assessment of scapular dyskinesis [30,37,83], a study
comparing subacromial impingement with and without scapular dyskinesis also did not
find differences between groups during shoulder flexion [101]. Moreover, the findings
of the present study considering LT muscle activity were consistent with the results of
previous studies [38], contradicting what is typically expected in subjects with shoulder
pain [8,14,20,21]. So, it seems that shoulder pain conditions may lead to different adaptation
strategies, perhaps depending on the presence of scapular dyskinesia or factors such as the
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muscles affected by pain [102] or those closer to the symptomatic area [103]. Considering
the role of LS as a scapular elevator [11,23,104], downward rotator [8,11,23,104], and possi-
bly retractor [104], its increased activity could also be a strategy to allow for symptomatic
subjects to perform the entire movement/task and/or to minimize pain during motion [94].
This hypothesis is supported by a previous study that reported scapula elevation as a
compensatory mechanism used by subjects with shoulder pain conditions, particularly to
reduce possible impingement [16]. However, such compensation may compromise shoul-
der functional status [16], and other research has suggested a possible increase in scapular
elevation as a consequence of scapular dyskinesis [105]. In fact, in the present study, more
than half of the symptomatic group presented a scapular dyskinesis type associated with
excessive elevation of the scapula’s superior border and/or excessive/insufficient scapular
upward rotation. Nevertheless, it seems that scapular adaptations could be both a cause or
a consequence of the shoulder pain [2,18,22], which raises questions about the reason for
the increased activity of LS. Although explored in fewer studies, LS has been previously
mentioned as a muscle that possibly presents an increased activity [23], as observed in the
present study, or even shortened length [23,37]. Considering these facts and LT’s crucial
role in counteracting scapular elevation [97], the increased activity of this muscle could
also be a way to resist excessive shoulder elevation.

Contrary to the significant differences mentioned above, a statistically significant
reduction of the SAlow muscle activity level, which was also higher than the intra-session
minimal detectable change values [95], was observed in the symptomatic group. The
presence of differences only for SAlow could be attributed to the different functions of each
portion of the SA. While the upper/middle portion of SA [69,70] is related to stabilizing
the scapula’s superior angle [106] and promoting scapular protraction [69], SAlow is
more involved in scapular upward [69] and lateral [106] rotation, stabilizing the scapula’s
inferior angle, and preventing scapular winging [42,106]. Thus, the decreased activity of
SAlow observed during the shoulder lowering in the frontal plane with load (a movement
requiring eccentric activity and, consequently, higher scapula and shoulder stabilization
and muscular force [107]) and during the drinking phase (which may also require greater
control, given the increased shoulder range of motion [91,92] and the need to maintain
the bottle in a correct position for drinking [32,34]) seems to reinforce the consequences of
shoulder pain and the necessity for compensation to maintain the scapula against the thorax.
Similar compensatory needs were also mentioned in a study documenting fatigue of the
SA [108]. The findings of the present study align with the commonly reported reduction in
SA activity level in subjects with shoulder conditions compared to asymptomatic subjects,
both in shoulder movements within a restricted plane [8,15,20,26,38,42] and during daily
activity tasks [26].

Although differences in isolated muscular activity were not consistently found, changes
in muscular ratio were more consistent. Apart from the shoulder elevation phase with-
out load, symptomatic subjects presented an increased AdvsAb ratio during shoulder
movements and drinking tasks. A previous study [83] reported no significant differences
between groups for isolated muscular activity, but when the relationship between agonist
and antagonist muscles was considered (by a ratio), muscular imbalances were highlighted.
In the mentioned study, symptomatic subjects presented a decreased ratio of MT/SA, which
was related to the role of these muscles as scapular stabilizers [83]. Conversely, in another
study, the ratio of LS/SA changed but in different directions according to elevation or
lowering movements [109]. In the present study, the increased AdvsAb ratio suggested that,
for the symptomatic group, the relative activity of MT and LT is increased in relation to SA
portions. Such findings appear to agree with the hypothesis expressed earlier regarding
the necessity of muscular compensation to achieve better scapular stabilization. However,
it is also known that changes in muscular coordination could lead to changes in scapular
kinematics and function [83], justifying a rehabilitation approach that promotes motor
control reorganization. When considering the relationship between scapular elevators and
depressors, an increased ratio of DepvsEl was observed during all phases of the drinking
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task for the symptomatic group (although maintaining values lower than 0.5), indicating
an increase in antagonist activity (LT) against scapular elevators (UT and LS). Since LT
activity increased only when LS did, this could represent the LT’s attempt to avoid excessive
scapular elevation, even if the increased LS activity is associated with a need for greater
scapular motion to accomplish the movement/task’s final purpose [94]. Despite a previous
hypothesis suggesting that UT could also compensate for changes resulting from shoulder
pain [26], the differences between groups were not confirmed in the present study. A
previous study testing shoulder elevation in a scapular plane with several loads only found
differences between groups when the subjects held a higher load (4.6 kg). Additionally, the
location of pain [102,103] could also influence the muscular changes.

4.3. Limitations and Future Studies

The present study has some limitations that should be acknowledged. First, the
inability to assess the pectoralis minor (due to the use of surface electromyography) may
have restricted data interpretation, given its role in scapular protraction, anterior tilt, and
downward and internal rotation [99,104]. Thus, future studies including this muscle are
suggested. Then, scapular kinematics were only assessed for shoulder range of motions
lower than 120◦. While this was necessary to reduce tool error and avoid excessive soft
tissue artifacts [110], it may limit the generalizability of the findings. Moreover, the variable
used to represent the scapular motion in the present study considered the entire range
of motion. This approach could potentially limit the ability to detect differences between
groups. Future studies may consider utilizing variables that describe scapular motion across
different arcs of motion. Furthermore, the use of surface electromyography, particularly
during dynamic movements, may be susceptible to movement artifacts and crosstalk [30,42].
To mitigate these limitations, recommended practices such as skin preparation, electrode
positioning, signal filters, and normalization were applied. Finally, although symptomatic
subjects were selected based on the presence of chronic shoulder pain (lasting at least for
3 months), data regarding the total duration of shoulder symptoms were not collected.
While some aforementioned facts may have limited the observation of more differences
between groups in the present study, it is also possible that differences in the chronicity
of each subject’s shoulder symptoms could have contributed to the lack of differences
between the groups.

5. Conclusions

The findings of the present study indicated that subjects with chronic shoulder pain
exhibited increased scapular upward rotation and adaptations in scapular winging during
certain phases of the drinking task. Additionally, there was an increased activity level of
the middle and lower trapezius and levator scapulae, along with changes in the relative
activation of scapular muscles, as evidenced by an increase in the ratio of adductors versus
abductors and depressors versus elevators. Moreover, there was a decreased activity level
of the lower portion of the serratus anterior during specific shoulder movements in the
frontal plane and phases of the drinking task. However, considering movement quality in
the selected daily activity task, no differences were observed between the groups. Overall,
the results suggested that individuals with chronic shoulder pain present kinematic and
muscular adaptations in the scapula, which may represent maladaptation or compensation
mechanisms. Therefore, these findings should be considered during the assessment and
rehabilitation of shoulder pain.
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